
CRS4000 POS SYSTEM

Compact and intelligent, a CRS 4000
incorporates a separate keyboard and
20 line operator screen— the intelli-
gent approach to help you avoid
many of the high hidden-costs of
technology ownership.  

Rock Solid Reliability 
The proven keyboard technology
used in the CRS 4000 provides years
of reliable service, with less disrup-
tion of service and lower maintenance
costs than touch screen systems.  The
highest quality keyboard overlay seals
the keyboard from spills and will
always look as good as the day it was
installed.  

No Single Point of Failure
CRS 4000 terminals are fully inde-
pendent and intelligent standalone
terminals— they do not depend on a
functioning backroom computer to
operate.  Because you don't have a
PCserver on site, you don't need to
staff network administration skills at
each store.  You'll never reboot and
disrupt operations.  When updates are
needed, flash ROM technology pro-
vides non-volatile software storage
and remote update capability.

Open System Architecture

CRS 4000 terminals and our kitchen
video system communicate with each
other on an industry standard
Ethernet LAN. 

Peripherals such as printers, drive
thru order confirmation screens, pole
displays, coin dispensers, scanners
and modems use industry standard
RS232C connections. 

You can take advantage of current
technology by choosing from a vari-
ety of heavy duty, depot serviceable,
thermal and dot matrix printers.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

The CRS 4000 provides critical management information
where you need it, at the store and at your corporate
office.  Quick look store reports can be taken without
disrupting store operations, giving managers minute-to-
minute information for quick decisions.  Store reports
can be viewed on the screen, or printed on a local 40
column printer.  Specialized reporting for usage and
projections can be customized for your application.  

RS CONNECT

At your office, use the RSConnect sched-
uled polling application to poll a store's
summary report information, system
log, and line by line transaction data
for later data mining.  The CRS
4000 can hold 9 days of report
information for later polling.
Password protected
RSConnect can also be used
to write, change, and/or save
CRS 4000 programs. 

HARDWARE DESIGNED FOR THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY
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CRS4000 POS SYSTEM

Incorporate the latest advances in
information technology to increase
productivity and profitability.

The CRS 4000 is simple to operate.
The large keyboard with 132 key
positions can accommodate most
menus with one-touch item registra-
tion.  Because it’s simple, training is
quick and easy.  The unique condi-
ment table feature lets you force the
entry of flavors, condiments or prep
instructions, when they are necessary.
Sequences can be set up to remind or
suggest additional items.  Cursor void
of main items or individual condi-
ments allows corrections at any time.
The condiment modify function
allows insertion of condiments into
an already entered item.  Automation
of reports, information collection,
and communication to home office
means that managers have time to
manage people and focus on cus-
tomers.

Kitchen Video
Items may be grouped, sorted, and
displayed at different stations for
drive-thru, food preparation or exped-
itor applications.
■ Send orders when finalized, on

subtotal, with one item delay, or
immediately when the item is 
chosen.

■ Up to 8 color videos may be
included in each system.

■ One video can display a maximum
of 8 orders at a time and retain 300
orders in the system.

■ Switch kitchen video routing at the
CRS 4000 system.

■ Switch video screen display modes
at the bump bar.

■ Speed of service by time period.
■ Power fail protection system.

Drive Thru Function
Orders are automatically bumped to
the cashier station from the order tak-
ing station.  Both stations view three
orders simultaneously.  Change the
order at the cashier station, with
changes reflected at the appropriate
kitchen display.  Multiple drive thru
lanes are supported.  Drive thru ser-
vice time is displayed on each order
and reported for the system.  Use a
separate tracking system for phone in
orders.  

Time and Attendance 
A fully featured time and attendance
system that provides payroll ready
data for your in house payroll system
or payroll service.  Integrated with
your POS system, you get critical
labor reporting, including sales/labor
percentage and transactions per man-
hour.  Information is easily accessible
by store managers for real time staff
management.   
■ Handles weekly, bi-weekly, 

bi-monthly, or monthly payroll 
periods.  

■ Allows editing of actual punches for
daily and period-to-date periods.

■ Records up to five shifts per
employee per day. 

■ Holiday pay can be set up a year in
advance for 15 holidays.

■ Set the actual time the pay period
begins, e.g. 3:00 AM Sunday

Additional Features  
■ Scans more than 10,000 items.
■ Auto combo capability.
■ Buy one—get one free capability.
■ Common order number eliminates

confusion at the pick-up window.
■ Priority print of menu items and

condiments.
■ Workload distribution through 

requisition printer re-routing.
■ Cashier cancel with reason codes.
■ Up to 108 daily time periods for

sales and labor percentages and
product projections.

■ Backlit alphanumeric customer
display.

■ Up to 5 RS-232 ports.
■ Economical credit card integration.
■ Optional card reader.
■ Order confirmation board, pole

display, coin dispenser interface.
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